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I.-·First position of Ashiharai (a) sbol\ing hold to 
be taken. the one on the left is going to be tbrown 

11 I.-First position of Ashiharni (h) showing the 
foot being tripped from behind 

I!. -Second position of .-\shiharai (Il) sbowing tbe 
fOOl bc:ing tripped from the side 

IV.-&cond position of Ashiharai (D) showing 
the overthrow 
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IX.-Fir~t po.ition of Hikiotoshi (a) .howing the 
position of thrower immediately after baving dropped 
on one knet! 

X I.-First position of Hikiotoshi (b) showing the 
different positicn of the tbrower's left foot . 

• 

X,-Second pos.tron of Hikiotoshi (a) showing 
the turn of the thrower's boby as she completes the 
.hrow 

XII.-Second position of Hikiotoshi (b) showing how 
both legs are taken from under the person thrown 
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XVII.-First position of Koshinage. showing the 
side turn and bend of the knees of the thrower as she 
pulls her opponent on to her hip 

X VII I.-Second position of Koshinage, showing how 
the straightened knees have lifted the opponent and 
the pull brought her round to tbe front of the thrower 

XIX.-First posItion of Seoinage, 
,howing exact positioD of the thrower's 
right elbow preparatory to bending 
)Ver for the throw 

XX.-Second position of Seoinage. 
Showlllg how by bending over at the 
wai!:lt the upponent is thrown almost 
perpendicularly on to her head 

XXI.-Third position of Seoinage, 
showing the highest pitch of the person 
thrown 
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x X I I.-First position of the S·~t"mi, .howing how 
the throw~r in answer to the opponent's push smks 
back with the right foot against oppoll~nt'~ belt 

XX Ill.-s.-cond position o( the Sutemi, showing the 
.. ~end off" from Ihe thrower's (oot 

X XV I.-First posi.ion of the Turnover 
e:o<erClse-

XXVll. - Second position of .he 
Turnover. showing how all the weight 
should come on the left fore-arm. keep
ing the head dear of the ground 

XXVlIl.-Tbird position of the 
Turnover , showing the perpendicular 
position or the legs when in mid-air 
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XXIV.-Third position of the Sutemi-in wid· air XXV.-Fourth position of tht:Sut .. mi. showing Ihe 
final straightening of the thrower's right leg 

XXIX.-Fourth position of the Turnover. 
showin\( how the final fall should he taken 
with legs crossed and right arm straight 

XXX.-Fifth position 
of the Turnover. showing 
how the beat with the 
ri~ht arm sends the body 
up again before the mo· 
mentum ceases 

XXXI.--Sixrh position of the Turn
over, showing how the rise Illust be 
made "ith the right loot hent back 

Di9;tized by Coogle 
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XXXIV.-Third position of the Yoko Sutemi 
showing how the opponent"s legs are then thrown 
into the atr 

XXXV.-Foltrth position of the YokoSutellli showing 
how the opponent is finally jerkerl rtght over on to 
his lfOft should~r 

XXXVI I 1.-Third position of the Kugenuki sh"wing 
th~ easy position of the thrower in the final collapse 

Digitized by Coogle 
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XLl.-'" bird position of the Ko,biba.rai· 
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XXXIX.-First position of the Koshiharai show
ing the upward 5winlt of the thrower's right It"g 
against the opponent's thigh 

XLI I.-Another view of the first position of the 
Kosbiharai 

up into tht: air 

XL I Il.-"econd position of the Koshiharai showing 
the throwpr's right leg d~scending after a fine throw 
up of the opponent 
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XLI.-Third position of the Koshiharai-a graceful finish for the thrower 

XLIV.-First position of the U chimata showing the 
lifting pull of the thrower"s right hand 

XLV.~Second position of the Uchimata showing 
the full fling up of the thrower's right leg while stan d. 
ing poised on the left 

Digitized by Coogle' 
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limit of time ought not to be exceeded for any single 
bout. If you have succeeded in making yourself per
spire to this extent drink freely of cold water in your 
interval of rest, and after four or five such bouts a warm 
bath followed by a cold shower will send you away with 
a fine feeling of exhilaration. 

47 
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X LVIIl. -Third position of exercise for falling-note that both I .. gs shoot 
straight out after the leap into the air 

LI.-Third po5lt1on of second exercise (or falling 
-note that the bands are only raised when quite 
near the ground 

LII.-Fourth position of second exercise for (alling 
-note the hands raised nearer the face ready for the 
counter-beat 
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LlII.-First position of the-Utte derence-nute 
how the attackin!!, arm is parried by the defender's 
lefl wrist as she lunges forward to meet it 

LVI I.-Detail of the first position for 
the Utte defence 

LIV.-Second position of the Utte defence show
in!!' how attacker's wrist has been Rripped and is 
being twisted to make her owr·balance 

LV 111.-Detail of the second position 
for the U tte defence showing the posi
tion of the right leg preparatory to 
giving the trip 
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LV.-Third position of the Utte defell<"e showing 
thO! final trip with the Kekayashi 

LVI.-Founh position of the Utte defence showing 
the final overthrow 

LlX.-Detail of the third po,ilion 
for the U Uc defenct..' ~how!ng ho' .... tht' 
opponent should be throwlI ",cillO the 
thro\\er's left 
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LXI. - Second position of the 
Shimoku defence showing how th~ 
thrower pmhes back with the right 
arm while lifting and pulling forward 
opponent's foot wilh the left hand 

LX.-First position of the Shimoku 
defence shoWIng the thrower in the 
act of gripping opponent's right ankle 

LX I 1. - Third position 
of the Shimoku defence 
showing how the thrower 
drops forward on to the 
right knee 

Digitized by Coogle 
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LX Vll.-Detail of the first wrist clutch in 
Riotedori (a) 

LX rx.-Detail of third position in Riotedori (a) 
showing how the defender has freed his left wrist 
by a vertical dc.wnward jerk 

LXVlll.-Detail of the second position of wrist 
clutch in Riotedori (a) showing how the one whose 
wrists nre gripped has in tum gripped the right 
wrist of the opponent 

LXX.-Detail of fourth position in Riotedori (a) 
showing the defender's left wrist freed from the 
clutch. Her own right hand is clutching the attacker's 
right wrist 
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LXX I.-Detail of fifth position in Riotedori (a), 
delpnder (on the right in this photo) pushing off the 
attacker's left-hand clutch 

LXXII.-Detail of the sixth posltlon in Rio, 
tedori (a), defender (on the right) now holding 
both attacker's wrists drags attacker's left arm 
over the right, which is used as a lever to brpak 
the left elbow-note that the palm of attackfr's left 
band is upwards 

Dlglt,zed by COOS I e 
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LXXIII.-First position of Riotedori (a), defende~ on 
the right 

LXXIV.-Second position of Riotedori (al; defender 
freeing ber left wrist . 

LXXV.-Third position of Riotedori (al, the pu.;h back movement 
preliminary to twist of attackers arms 
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LXXVI,-Fourth poSItIOn of Riotedori (aI, the 
twisting of the arms 

LXXVII.-Fifth position of Riotedori (a '. the let go 
and falI 
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LXXXII.-First position 01 Ushiro eri 

LXXXVJ.-Fifth posit ion of Ushiro eri showing 
the final trip with Kekaya,h with the wrench of 
auarker's hand frolll the collar 

LXXXI I I. -Second position of Vshiro eri. showing 
the sudden swing round of the defender as her lelt 
leg is coming ~ck across the right 

LXXX VlJ .-Detail of first position of lJsbiro ni 
showiug the swing round with alllhe weight on the 
left leg 
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LXXXIV.-Third position o( Ushico eri showing 
the clutch of attacker's wrist and shoulder after 
the swing round 

LXXXVIII.-Detail of the second position of 
Ushiro eri showing how the right leg is brought 
forward preparatory to the trip 

LXXXV.-l'ourth positIOn of Ushiro eri showing 
defender's right leg brought forward ready for tbe trip 

LXXXIX .-Detail of the third position in Ushiro eri 
sbowing what the position should be alter the kick 
back and the wrencb of the band from tbe collar 
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XcV.-First positi->u for defenL"e from third attack from behind. 
In this instance a bad attack was given. the attacker leaviug him· 
self a limp dead weight as shown by the position of his legs, and 
thus making the throw far more difficult 1han it would be for a 
genuine att:lck. Defenders position, however, is quite correct 

XCV I.-Second position of third attack from behind, a had fall for 
attacker! 
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XCVI I.-First position for the .. throat clutch 
defence." Defender taking the step forward pre· 
liminary to turning round 

CI.-How to free from a clutch SIt the throat. 
First posi·.ion showing defender"s right arm over 
attacker's left and under his right the knuckles of 
defender's rigbt hand in the palm of her left 

XCVII I.-Second position of throat clutch defence 
after the turn, note defender's right elbow well out 
in front of attacker. defender's right hand is pushing 
up attackpI's left elbow 

CII,-How to free from a clutch at the throat. 
Second position 5ho .. mg bow attacker's left arm has 
been used as a lever to force up ando\'er his own right 
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X~IX.-Third position of throat clutch defence. 
tbe Jerk up on to the hip by the straightening of 
derender's knees 

C.-Fourth position of throat clutch defence. the pull 
round to defender's front and tbe drop, 

CIII.-How to free from a clutch at the thrGat. Third 
position the same as second, but carried farther over 

Digitized by Coogle 
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CIV.-First position of Kata mune tori showing the lunge 
back, together wilh the upwArd jerk of attacker's wnst, 
which wrenches the hand from its hold 

CVII.-First position of Kata mune tori. seen .fr?m 
the other side. The defender"s hands are Ju~t gIVing 
the jerk back, and her left leg is just lunging back 

CV.-Second position of Kata mune tori showing 
the turning movement made 10 the attacker's side, 
preparalory 10 pulling him rigbt over 

CVIII.-Second position of Kata mune tori seen from tbe 
other side. The throw up of attacker's hand 
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CXI.-Arm lock defence against a clutch at the collar. 
First position on being clutched 

CXV.-First position in Boxing auack defence, 
showing the running-in movement at tbe same mo
ment that attac~er's elbow is hit quickly to one side 

CXII.-Arm lock defence against a clutch at the 
collar. Second position showing how!the right hand 
only is used at first to take hold of attacker's wrist 

ex VL- Second position of the Boxing auack 
defence. showinl: the closing in as ddendcr's left 
leg is just conling behind attacker's left 
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you bring back your left arm with the same sort of blow 
against his neck which at once knocks him over back
wards tripped by your extended left leg which should 
lunge as far behind his left leg as possible. 

Another defence against a boxing attack is by run
ning in and throwing up your legs in the Kugenuki or 
scissors throw, this is very difficult as it needs a very 
strong wrist and fine balance, not to mention nerve to 
spring on to your left hand, throwing up your legs at 
the same instant, but once they are in the position of 
sCissor blades you are safe and your opponent IS 

upset. 
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CHAPTER XI 

\VE now come to a series of defences called the Nage
no-kata in which though the results are very similar to 
those already described, the method of meeting the 
attacks is some\vhat different and belongs exclusively 
to what is known in Japan as the "Kano School." 
This merely denotes Mr. Kano's special style of work, 
and in Japan, when a teacher acquires a high state of 
proficiency in Jujutsu, his own name is given to the 
particular style in which he works, such as: II Kano 
style," "Yako style," II Matsuda style," "Inouye style," 
&c. &c. The Nage-no-kata consist of fifteen throws 
divided into five series of three. At the beginning of 
each series the opponents approach each other from 
opposite sides starting about eighteen feet apart, they 
then walk up to each other and give a throw, the 
attacker on being thrown immediately gets up and 
repeats the same attack on the other side, and on being 
thrown again gives the second attack in the series 
from one side first and then immediately from the 
other, then without a pause delivers the third attack 
in the series from first one side then the other. This 
means SIX throws, three on each side and on the com-

I IS 
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CXX I I.-First position of Seoinage defence show
ing how dderder meets it by givin~ a quick turn, 
which brin~ her b.ck to the attacker, at the same 
moment grip~ing his urm well above the dhow aDd 
keeping it tight across ber own shoulder 

CXXV.-Fourth position of Seoinagc defence
coming over 

CXX II I.-~cond position of Seoinage defence 
showing how attacker~ arm is pulled down acros~ 
defender's chest 

CXXVI.-F.fth position of Seoinage defence
almost over 
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eXXIV.-Third Position of Seoinage defence showing how 
attacker's arm is levered across defender's shoulder while .he bt>nds 
over hoisting him from the ground 

ex XVI I.-Sixth position of Seoinage defence-" How's that 
for a good one! .. 

Digitized by Coogle 
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CXXXlIl. - First poSItion of Tsurik'lm igoshi 

showin It the much greater tend of defender's 
knees for this throw than for the ordinary hip 
throw 

CXXXIY.-Second position of Tsurikomigoshi
a bad fall coming 

CXXXV.-ThirJ position of Tsurikom:goshi-a "~ry hard finish 

Digit zed by Goog Ie 
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CXXXVI.-First position of the Okuriashiharai. 
starling sidewajs in step 

CXXXV I I.-Second pomton c.f Okuriashiharai. the 
following-on trip and the simultaneous pull over 
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CHAPTER XII 

THERE are many more defences which may be learnt 
with advantage, but I have selected those which I con
sider illustrate particularly fine movements, and others 
on account of the conviction .they carry with them, for 
with very few exceptions, and given the proper amount 
of training which would enable them to be done with 
lightning rapidity, they are infallible. Quite an 
interesting branch of Jujutsu is the invention of new 
defences against all conceivable attacks, based always 
on the main principles of using your opponent's strength 
instead of your own. It will be readily understood 
that the "loose play" which I have described in a 
previous Chapter can be used as a game only or as a 
sport, since it is necessary that each opponent should 
hold the other in a similar way, and play the game 
strictly according to rules, of which there are about 
twelve, five negative ones and seven positive. 

NEGATIVE RULES 

(I) Never kick your opponent. 
(2) Never try to pull your opponent over before you 

trip him. 
143 
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position of the legs and feet show with how little 
determination to do so really, and the photograph shows 
him in the act of falling upon me a dead weight, which 
made it far more difficult to throw him than it would 
have been in the case of a genuine attack \vhere every 
muscle is firm and tense backed up with plenty of 
momentum, so easily made use of to overthrow an 
opponent. Many have come to me saying, "now what 
would you do if I did so and so?" In nine cases out 
of ten I should do nothing, for the simple reason 
that my would-be opponents plant themselves firmly on 
the ground and strike the air with great appearance of 
strength, but without changing position, on the contrary 
they simply await developments, firm in the convictioLl 
that they have good foot-hold and don't intend to budge. 
I f by any chance 1 am able to persuade them to come 
at me they do so in a very cautious manner generally 
with the remark, "but you won't really throw will you?" 
One newspaper reporter whose name I will not give away 
has good reason to remember how my reply was given I 

However, to return, it is with practice quite possible, 
not only to make a natural attack, but to save oneself 
entirely from a bad fall; but a long schooling is necessary 
to arrive at this degree of perfection and nearly always 
devolves upon the teacher, as very naturally most pupils 
wish to kno\v how to throw possible assailants, and are 
not particularly anxious to have all these throws them
selves. Certainly it is wiser as a rule for the pupil not 
to attempt them but to be satisfied with being able to 
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C'i.LI.-The end-and no damage done! 
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